
LanguageScreen assesses children’s language skills. It consists of four
activities: Expressive Vocabulary, Listening Comprehension, Receptive
Vocabulary and Sentence Repetition.
To use LanguageScreen you must connect your device to WiFi: follow
the device instructions and liaise with your school IT officer if necessary.
To start assessing a child or resume a paused assessment you first
need to scan the child’s QR code. The QR codes are downloaded from
your school account on oxedandassessment.com.
Each activity starts with an instruction display followed by a series of
task displays. Try to assess each child in one sitting, but if interruptions
are unavoidable an assessment can be paused and resumed later.



Using LanguageScreen

The code and token show you 
which child you are assessing

Scan child’s QR code

Find child’s name on QR code sheet



Using LanguageScreen

LanguageScreen has two kinds of displays

Examiner-facing displays
- do not show to the child -

Child-facing displays
- show to the child -



Pause assessment before 
starting the activity

User Guide

Blue border &
no-show symbol

Grey boxes contain instructions 
for you to follow for each activity

Instruction displays
- play instructions to the child
- start activity

Activity scoring displays
- play activity sound clips
- score answers

Exit activity 
- discards data for the activity
- try to avoid exiting an activity

Examiner-facing displays
- do not show to the child -



Child taps the screen
or

Child points to chosen picture 
and you tap the screen

Receptive Vocabulary
is automatically scored

Expressive Vocabulary 
requires you to score answers

Child-facing displays
- show to the child -

CorrectWrong

Exit activity 
- discards data for the activity
- try to avoid exiting an activity



24 objects which 
increase in difficulty. 
Ensure that you are 
familiar with the correct 
responses before you 
start assessing

Expressive vocabulary
- assesses the child's ability to name objects -

If necessary, prompt
the child by asking:
“What is it called?”

Display correct answer 
and examples of 
wrong answers

CorrectWrongGo back one display

You score the answers



You can only play a story
once. Ensure the child is ready
before starting the sound clip

Guidance on 
correct answers

Listening Comprehension
- assesses the child's ability to understand stories and make inferences -

Go back to rescore 
previous question

You score the answers



23 displays which 
increase in difficulty. You 
may need to remind the 
child to listen carefully to 
the word before choosing 
a picture

Receptive vocabulary
- assesses the child's ability to understand spoken words -

Words can be replayed once 
if necessary

Child taps the screen
or

Child points to chosen picture 
and you tap the screen

Answers are automatically scored

Go back one screen



Go back to rescore 
previous question

14 sentences which 
increase in difficulty

You score the answers

Sentences must be repeated exactly to be scored as correct

Never repeat the sentences 
to the child yourself

Sentence repetition
- assesses the child's ability to remember and repeat sentences -



Upload data after each assessment if 
possible.
If required, the app can store up to
ten completed assessments to upload later.

To conclude an assessment
the data must be uploaded.

Completing an assessment

Upload the stored 
complete assessment

View details of the stored 
complete assessment



Paused assessments resume from the start of a 
new activity

Exited or interrupted assessments resume from the 
start of the activity that was exited or interrupted

Delete assessment
- this cannot be reversed

You can only resume an assessment on the same 
device that it was started

View details of the stored 
incomplete assessment

Incomplete assessments

Interrupted assessments should be rare but might
occur if the device runs out of battery or if you
accidentally close the app


